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About This Game

"Don't open the doors!" is a claymation action adventure in an odd world of talking pumpkins, blue trees and stuff like that.

The city is in danger! The doors came out of nowhere. Everything near them began to talk and almost everything tried to eat
you. Solving this problem is no sweat: you only have to find the Main super door and blast it with a super megabomb. As a real
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hero, you'll have to handle it yourself. However, everything is sure to go haywire!

Game features:

An open clayworld: explore it and face different challenges;

Odd, talking characters: conversations with mushrooms, bugs, pumpkins etc. will be your common practice;

A destructible environment: with a huge hammer in hand, you'll have no chance to be bored;

Traps, secrets, bosses. There are no tedious places behind the doors;

Out of pop corn gun ammo? Search for cornfields. Looking for a healing compote? Pick some berries!

Everything is made from plasticine. Over 8000 photos and an enormous number of editing hours. The game is entirely
hand made!
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Title: Don't open the doors!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Anton Riot and Co
Publisher:
Anton Riot
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016
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English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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The game itself can be enjoyable, however there are a bunch of things holding it back:

- The camera control is super clunky and sluggish, no way to rotate too.

- No speed-up time feature, you have to watch the ball slowly make its way to the end every time, if you failed too bad you're
gonna waste your time just sitting there watching the ball again.

- Every time you place something you gotta click on inventory to open it then click on the thing, over and over, doesn't matter if
you're gonna place the same kind of gadget. It sounds minor, but gets irratating after playing for like 15 minutes.

- Sometimes the ball would stop moving for no reason, and you have to reset the level and watch it slowly make its progress
again.

- Gadgets glitch out and you can't click on them after reseting the ball, so what you need to do is reset the whole level and place
every gadged again.

- The ball is constantly slow-ish, no matter if it goes through speed boosts.

- There is no indicator of how far the ball will be thrown by some of the gadgets, so you're left experimenting until you get it
right, not because the puzzle is hard, but because the game failes to give you useful information.

- First 30 or so puzzle were really easy, don't know if they become hard at some point, but I personally don't have the patience to
play anymore.

That being said, the game can be enjayable for those with patience and high tolerance. I personally won't play much more and
can't recommend it because of the reasons stated above.. If you have seen The Walking Dead apply all your knowledge to this
game. I like the idea of the game but no proffesional team has worked on it meaning it will be a potato in many areas. It is free
so not much at stake but not a game I would instantly play. I don't know how I got so much time on it. I haven't played much
driving games, so I chose easy level. This was enough for me, still need some effort to reach top 5. Asphalt tracks were most
hard for me.
I like to drive some tracks time to time, not long sessions.

Rally: liked various conditions like asphalt, dirt, snow, rain, night etc.
Landrush mode: a bit boring, every lap seems quite the same.
Rallycross: laps too but interesting tracks and more competitive.
Historical rally: same as Rally with slower cars basically.
. This looked like a cool mix of subspace and the martian and gravity. Definitely my kind of game. It doesn't do a great job of it
though. It's very very frustrating to play and it looks like it was made for a phone or tablet which it clearly was..
\u0424\u0430\u043d\u0430\u0442 \u0414\u0440\u0438\u043c \u0422\u0435\u0430\u0442\u0440\u0430?
\u0411\u0435\u0440\u0438 \u0438 \u043d\u0435 \u0434\u0443\u043c\u0430\u0439!
\u041d\u0435 \u0444\u0430\u043d\u0430\u0442 \u0414\u0440\u0438\u043c \u0422\u0435\u0430\u0442\u0440\u0430?
\u041f\u043e\u0434\u0443\u043c\u0430\u0439 \u0441\u043b\u0435\u0433\u043a\u0430 \u0438 \u0431\u0435\u0440\u0438.

A you a Dream Theater fan? Then buy and be happy!
No a Dream Theater fan? Then buy and become one!. I don't normally write reviews, but this compiler is really expensive and I
guess that many developers want to know if this compiler works well, and so here are my first impressions. I have made and
published Android apps with GM 1.

There are good instructions in the help menu and I suggest that you follow them!
  Click on Help -> Required SDKs
Provided that you follow the instructions to the letter, you should be able to compile to Android without any problems. It is now
very quick and easy to choose the Android compile settings: just click on the API level, and GameMake handles all the other
details.
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I really like how GameMaker handles all the Android Developer Requirements (which are about to change again (64 Bit,
Security requirements, etc)). All I need to do is press the compile button (the good people at YoYo Games handle all the details
and testing). This enables me to quickly and easily publish my apps on Google Play.

I normally complie to Android VM which is rock solid and identical to the desktop version. This means that I can develop and
test my app as a windows app (quick and easy), and then compile to Android after all my testing is done.

The import from GM1 to GM2 worked without problems. I can just import and compile without changing anything.

Now for the good part:
It is now posible to create an object variable straight from the object editor AND then modify the variable's value directly in the
room editor for each instance. Developing apps is now a pleasure!

Some things that I have noticed so far:
(1) GM2 Mobile looks identical to GM2 desktop, which is confusing (it does not have the word "mobile" written in the title).

(2) Build to APK is listed as "Build Executable" in the menus ... again this is confusing since it looks like I am building a
windows .exe. To change the target to an Android apk, I need to click on the button in the top right corner of the main window
and choose Android ... then .... "Build Executable" will compile to apk.

Tips:
(1) If your Android compiler stops working (and you get a strange error) then just update your Android SDK ... that normally
gets the compiler working again.

(2) You don't need to download and install the Android System Images (when updating the Android SDK). This will save you
30-40GB of storage space.

(3) Keep your Runtime up to date. This will improve stability of your Android app:
File -> Preferences -> Runtime Feeds -> Master, and double click on the latest runtime.

I hope this helps you.. An unique style of visual novel. Good story, it's a fun and romantic story with a message of tolerance
about difference. Like the previous VN of RhinoGearz (Within a Rose), this VN is simple and efficient with a very original
story. Very great, very good!. I am an absolute lover of Borderlands 2. I was happy to see this on offer and grabbed it, but left it
sitting for a while. Now I started playing with it, being in it for around 20 hours and I must say... I'm very disappointed.
I mean, this game had potential, and some nice ideas to provide a nice change to the in-game mechanics. Not just new
characters, but also a slightly different game mechanic (air zones\/non air zones), a new type of gun, the possibility to play as
claptrap!
It's so annoying that I found the in-game experience completely spoiled by annoying bugs - that, being this game now old, will
likely never be fixed. Moving around the maps has become a major pain - paths are unclear, your buggy gets sometimes stuck
into the edges of what should be flat lying items (like the floor of a bridge), the number of obstacles and cliffs descending into
lava makes you constantly need to check the map to move around, some areas are behind jumps right at the limit of the vehicles
- get ready to die 3-4 times before you understand how to time it right to get on the other side.
Finally, the difficulty is heavily unbalanced. Get ready to go through maps and maps of enemies that can barely hurt you, and
then suddenly meet bosses that you're not able to beat without sleazy tactics such as bunking in some map crevice, or get killed
in a couple of shots by un-named enemy1 who's not even a badass but for some reason was given by the game a gun that halves
your shields with just one shot from sniper-like distance with the shooting speed of a normal gun.
So disappointed, really. Want to make a good choice? Save your money for borderlands 3. Or instead get the borderlands 3
expansions!. An Interesting little game where you must be a leader of an African country, chock full of all the same problems in
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the region AIDS, Rebel Groups, Famine. Will you be the great uniter, or an evil warlord interested only in what goes into your
own pocket? To select production simply double click on the region. http:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/agrippamaxentius

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=J9q9GMIGzog. Very good little game, not too scary. a perfect way to introduce people to
VR horror.
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i loved the game, after i've finished it i tried to find more like it and found out it was pretty alone in this category. its like Deus
ex with a 2D style like flashback ... when's the sequel?. Good expansion. If you already bought Ashes of Malmouth and need
more you should absolutely get this.. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers .. and it works, sort of. But it's still
not a fun game. It's not even a good Fruit Ninja clone (which is what I was hoping for). I wanted to like this game. It's just bad
though, even at the sale price of .99 cents.

In case you're wondering, if you start game from Steam directly, it will work on Oculus. However, if you start game directly
from Steam VR, it will start upside down.

When the game did work, the fruit\/candy would come at me very slow, like slow motion. No challenge in cutting them up with
candy canes. On top of that, there were hit detection issues. Randomly, I would hit the fruit right down the middle with my
candy cane and nothing would register. This happened randomly about 10-20% of the time.

Rating 2\/10. Good visuals, nice VR environment, but terrible gameplay, not even a good clone :( I can't recommend this game
free or at .99 cents until it is fixed. not a bad game but far from good, if you liked previews SF games chances are you gonna be
very disappointed with this one.. Haven't seen or heard much about this game yet. The dev adds to it looks like weekly. Getting
everything to build the Stardock was fun.. Dead But Alive! Southern England is a game that I can't recommend because:
- it's not worth the money
- it's incomplete
- the storyline is not finished
- some scenes doesn't have a background yet
- it is pointless
- the only good reason to install this game is for the trading cards. The game isn't playable in Windows 10 as noted in the notice.
The real problem is, it seems like the developers won't ever provide a future patch or support to make the game run on Win 10.
Bought the game before the problem occured with the Windows patch, played it for like 10 minutes, and now the game is
forever unplayable. Absolutely ridiculous.. Kinda fun, not worth $5, only spend 50 cents on it. The gameplay is ok, I like the
simplistic styling but it is very difficult to understand. I might change this review in the future if I figure it out.. Sunless Skies
has some great gaming elements (interesting dialogues, stunning visuals, creative music). However, this game is a constant and
painful grind: You may run courier missions for money (sovereigns), while gaining a property called terror. Pretty much all
interactions with the environment increases your terror. Unfortunately, once your terror is maxed - you die. So, instead of freely
exploring his environment, our dear locomotive driver (you) hastily rushes from one port to another in search for sovereigns,
supplies, fuel or absolution of terror. That's pretty much it. Even after 45+ hours of gaming and exploring two worlds with
different locomotives.

TL:DR
If you feel like you need to punish yourself, play this game.. very solid and high-quality work squeezing the maximum out of my
piece of iron
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